Math Myths

Discovering the Truth about God in Math
by Tresta Neil

Levels of Learning
At what level to you get in your teaching and learning?
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Myths about Math
1. Math in Independent
of God
2. Math is Only Numbers
and Figures
3. There is No “Real Life”
Meaning in Math
4. Math is Random “It
doesn’t make sense”
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4 of the Truths about Math
1.Math is a TOOL used to record
God’s orderliness
2.Math Invites us to Look to our
Creator

The shared line (radius) of the two circle (vesica pisces) both
holds it together and keeps it separated. We have two choices
to go farther from our beginnings (God or the Point) or
return to the point. Math points us to God.

3.Math Reveals God’s Characteristics
All creations testify of God so we can expect to SEE him in
Math. Just as one can see the characteristics of an artist in a
painting. We can see God's characteristics in Math.

4.Math Urges us to Trust God
We see how God treats the honey bee, the sunflower, the
fields. Our hearts are touched when we see his kindness
toward them. If he shows that much love to them he must
love and provide for us, who are his children. We love and
trust him more.
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The Significance of Sequencing
A Cyclical Principle

Volume
(3 dimensions)

Flower - square

Surface
(2 dimensions)

Leaves - triangle

Stem - line

Length/ Strength
(1 dimension)

Seed - point

Source
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Math Reveals Christ’s

Characteristics
Unchangeable (immutable)
Hebrew 13:8 “Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today and forever.”

Orderly (methodical arrangement of things)
Isaiah 9:7 “...and upon his kingdom, to order it and to establish it with judgment
and justice from henceforth and even for ever.”

Systematic (a regularly interacting group of items, forming a unified whole)
Ephesians 2:22 “In whom all the building fitly framed together groweth unto a
holy temple in the Lord.”

Precise, exactness, accurate (in exact conformity to truth, or a standard or a
rule, or to a model; from from failure, error, or defect)
Matthew 10:30 “but the very hairs of your head are all numbered.”

Just (innocent; blameless and without guilt; orderly; righteous; in a moral sense,
upright; honest; having principles of rectitude; conforming to laws)

Dependable (able to be trusted or relied on) Trustworthy
Psalms 5:11 “But let those who put their trust in thee rejoice…”

Infinite (unlimited extent of time, space or quantity, boundless)
Psalms 90:2 “...from everlasting to everlasting thou art God.”

Eternal (no beginning or end)

Alma 11:44 “Christ the Son, and God the Father, and the Holy Spirit, which is
one Eternal God.”

Kind and Cares (is nice and cares for the fields, flowers, animals, etc.)
2 Samuel 2:6 “And now the Lord shew kindness and truth unto you”
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Your Instructor
Tresta Neil was raised under the New Mexican sunsets and loves
Mexican and Navajo food. She learned about the miracle of the body in
nursing school at Weber State and about centering her life on Christ on
her mission to the Netherlands. She receive diplomas from the Institute
of Religion with a focus on Old Testament and Hebrew culture. She
remains hungry for knowledge about symbols, rituals and patterns
within the scriptures and the ancient Hebrew and Persian cultures. She
is the author of “God Saw That It Was Good”, “The Theology Tree” and
co-owner of Called to Learn with her husband, Thom.
She met Thom in a nursing home where they worked together. He
waited for her while she served her mission. After living in four
different states they call Utah home. She is learning patience while
homeschooling her eight children.
Her passion is teaching, learning and writing. If she had to choose only
one subject to study she would study religion in the stars.
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